
ADVANCED HEAD PROTECTION

Proven Head Protection  
to Reduce Impact



Keep Your Head  
in the Game

SkullTec has created a line of  
protective gear that uses patented  

gel pad technology proven to 
disperse energy and lessen impact.  

Designed to be worn either under the  
helmet or on its own, providing the 

confidence to compete at any level.

Statement from neurosurgeon Nicholas Theodore, MD, FACS

 “As our understanding of traumatic 
brain injury increases, so do the  

opportunities to design and implement 
better protective devices,” states  

Nicholas Theodore, MD, FACS.  
“The SkullTec ‘skullcap’ is one of these 

promising devices.”
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An inspired Game Plan
In order to find a more effective way to protect our kids, we knew we needed 
to do the research. How could we more effectively protect our kids — and any 
athlete, for that matter — from harmful head injuries?

Together with top neurologists and head trauma and concussion specialists, 
SkullTec has gone above and beyond, researching the specific conditions of  
every sport where athletes are at risk, and identifying the right material  
and design for that sport. The result of our in-depth testing is our  
innovative gel product strategically placed in both a skull cap and a baseball 
hat to minimize the impact. Not only did we create something scientifically 
proven to protect better… we created something stylish.

Testing was done at Keck School of Medicine of USC Biomechanics Injury Research  
and Exponent Failure Analysis Associates

Our in-depth testing showed up to 43% reduction of  
G-Forces on side and front impacts.
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SkullTec Cap
Sizes:  
Small/Medium: 6 1/4” to 7 1/4”
Medium/Large: 6 3/4” to 7 3/4”
Large/X-Large: 7 1/4” to 8 1/2” 

SkullTec Baseball Hat
Sizes: Small/Medium/Large

Custom cap shown

SkullTec Cap
SkullTec has raised the game by providing unprecedented 360° protection.  Our  
patented gel pads are strategically placed around the headband and along the top of  
the head, where impacts occur most. Lightweight, comfortable and flexible, the  
standard black is quite fashionable. Which means kids are going to wear it — perhaps 
even after the game is over. 

SkullTec Baseball Hat
Our SkullTec baseball cap was designed to be stylish on and off the mound.  We’ve  
incorporated our patented gel pad around the headband area, providing 360° protection 
from a baseball traveling 85 miles per hour. Lightweight, comfortable and available in 
multiple sizes.

The SkullTec cap weighs  
under 5.5 oz, is made from 
83% nylon and 17% spandex, 
and is machine washable.

The SkullTec cap allows heat 
to escape, keeping your 
head cool.

The gel pads are  
strategically placed to  
provide 360° protection.

Gel pad is built into the
headband, providing  
maximum 360° protection.

Cross Section

The SkullTec cap is  
designed to fit easily  
under most helmets  
and can also be worn  
on its own.

Comfort

Design Protection

Protection
Fit

Fitted hat design with moisture- 
absorbing sweatband.

Design

2.5 cm protective  
pad is sewn in  
to headband

Gel Pad

Team colors and customization  
are available.
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SMALL/MEDIUM

ADULT SIZE:

ADVANCED HEAD PROTECTION GEL CAP

Protective skull cap with impact- 
absorbing patented gel pads

Lightweight, fits under most helmets

Includes one protective skull cap with gel pads

  Keep your head in the game.

SkullTec gel cap is designed to fit under most helmets 
to add a layer of protection in any impact sport: 

Football, Hockey, Lacrosse, Baseball, Equestrian/Rodeo, 
Snowboarding/Skiing, Skateboarding, and more.

PROVEN HEAD PROTECTION 
TO REDUCE IMPACT

GEL TECHNOLOGY

BREATHABLE FABRIC

WASHABLE MATERIAL

FITS COMFORTABLY

skulltec.com

Assembled in the USA

While SkullTec gel caps provide added protection 
to the head, always use caution when involved in 
contact activities.

Front featuring a cutout to feel the product

Counter Card Display: Holds 18 packages

Shelf Header Card with Display Hanger POP

Back

Packaging

In-Store POP
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SkullTec’s innovative gear 
has raised the game.
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ADVANCED HEAD PROTECTIONSkulltec.com

U.S. Contact:
Greg Mills

gmills@amientsolutions.net
626 695-0202

Canadian Contact:
Emmett Dunlap Jr.

emmettdunlap@yahoo.com
604 401-3913


